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ALEXIS BITTAR 
 

provocative 
personal 

transformative 
 
This is jewelry pulsing with personality. Each piece is suffused with Alexis' vast 
love of vintage—every antique piece he's ever bought, sold, or longed for—and 
made by hand. It has a history before you even put it on. 

He treats plastic as precious and the results are stately. It's a subversive act with 
a sophisticated pay-off: inexpensive materials that look anything but cheap.  
 
His elements are unruly—twisted vines, broken branches, and hidden nests—not 
elemental. He takes the wild and makes it wearable.  
 
Dickens' brokenhearted Miss Havisham is exquisitely cool—and so over her 
would-be groom. In this world she's aesthetically driven, artistically inspired, and 
always on the cutting edge.  
 
These are statement pieces (read: just one would do) but people are piling them 
on. 
 

NINE WEST 

WE'VE GOT YOUR SHOE 

Ladies, we've got your shoe. You know the one: the game-changer, the 
conversation starter, the instant in, the secret weapon, the dance-all-night, jump-
for-joy, walk-on-sunshine statement maker that takes a look from ordinary to 
extraordinary in three inches flat.  

Better yet? We've got that shoe—the shoe—in every shade imaginable, in prints 
pretty and wild, decked out in embellishments classic and cool, and in heights 
that go from grounded to sky-high.  

Super-dynamic, daringly bold, gorgeously vibrant (and unbelievably 
comfortable)—our shoes are the mainstays of the coolest girls getting dressed 
today.  

Fashion changes. Your shoes should keep up.  

 



ELIZABETH AND JAMES 

CREATION MYTH 
It started as a love story, a pairing of opposites from two different worlds. Our 
heroine: A chic socialite with sophisticated tastes and an eye for the next It girl 
accessories. Our hero: a downtown rocker with a love of grunge and a rebel's 
cool attitude. We designed the wardrobe our uptown girl would wear after diving 
headfirst into her boyfriend's covetable closet. A playful mix emerged, full of 
statement classics and edgy separates. As our girl has grown, so have her 
tastes. She's still in love with her punk rock man, but now they're eyeing 
property upstate. Elizabeth and James is constantly evolving, always looking for 
fresh ways to mix unexpected, yet timeless, elements.  
 
MISSION STATEMENT 
Elizabeth and James designs modern, on-trend clothes with lasting appeal. Our 
girl is sophisticated, quirky, mature, and young-at-heart—a bundle of beautiful 
contradictions. Forward thinking, she is as inspired by the old as she is by the 
new. She's your sister, your best friend, your confidante, your business partner, 
and your late-night dancing date. Her wardrobe is as eclectic as she is, but 
underneath it all flows a current of enduring ease.  
 

THE ROW 
 
Creative Brand Brief: Understated essentials. Impeccably edited. Effortless 
elegance.  
 
Vision: The idea of appearing effortless. Luxurious, understated basics you can 
build on. Special investment pieces that are almost anonymous in their simplicity. 
The foundation of your wardrobe. The perfect fit. 
 
Mission: To create timeless staples, one piece at a time, that will remain relevant 
year after year. The Row is American luxury—opulent and discreet. Subtle and 
subdued, it's about the strength of simplicity. 
 
Values:  
 
Elegance  
Integrity  
Sophistication  
Handicraft 
Quality  

Discretion  
Luxury 
Construction 
Fine fabrics 
Impeccable tailoring 

Clean lines 
Versatility  
Ease 
Fit 

 
Our Customer: Erudite and informed, a collector and a collaborator, the woman 
who wears and loves The Row has a keen eye, intuitive tastes, and a finely 
tuned sense of luxury. She understands the intrinsic value of superior fabrics, the 
unparalleled importance of attention to detail, and the joy of slipping into a 
garment that seems to have been made just for her. 


